Patients’ roles and rights in research
Full partnership with patients is essential to any modern research enterprise
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Patient and public involvement in research is becoming a mainstream activity thanks to recognition by everyone in the research process from funders and regulators to conference organisers and publishers that it helps them do a better job. There is certainly a strong case for increasing the value to patients and the public from the billions spent on biomedical research. The exponential rise in research output has seen a decline in quality1 and mounting concern about high levels of waste, bias, inefficiency, and error.2 A collaborative effort is needed to reform the research enterprise, and patients and the public have a leading part to play.3

Including patients and the public as partners in research is accepted best practice in several Western countries, and some funders make it mandatory. The BMJ supports this by requiring authors to report the extent of patient and public involvement in all submitted research.4 It is clear, however, that some researchers struggle to differentiate between qualitative research (when patients’ experiences are sought and used as data) and including patients as true research partners (when their views and experience contribute to decisions about the research agenda and the design, conduct, and reporting of studies).5

Critical voices, including some patient advocates, have likened current approaches to patient involvement to “virtue signalling.”6 They point to an enterprise which remains skewed to serving the vested interests of professionals and industry—not patients.7 Some patients even independently fund and conduct their own research out of frustration with the system.8

A recent study of 11 research funding organisations found that, with the exception of UK National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) and the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development, grant funding committees remain dominated by academics and clinicians, with limited or no involvement of patients or the public.9 The design and conduct of clinical trials often fail to take account of patients’ experiences or realise the potential of working collaboratively with them and their networks.10

The failure to enshrine collaborative working with patients perpetuates a status quo that focuses more on developing new (patentable) products than developing better services that deliver “kind, careful, minimally disruptive care.”11 Also neglected are initiatives to ensure that patient communities can access and understand research findings, identify what they add to previous evidence, and use them to inform therapeutic decisions.12 People in low income countries, where many drug trials are conducted (and ethical standards vary), are particularly side-lined—not least because many cannot afford the medicines they helped to evaluate.

The benefits of patient involvement are increasingly accepted by drug companies, which are actively working with patients13 and realising returns on this investment.14 Simplifying protocols by minimising burdensome procedures or study visits can reduce research costs and increase recruitment; including patients in the design of recruitment materials can shorten enrolment periods; focusing on what matters to patients can avoid costly protocol amendments or problematic switching of outcomes.15

One of the main stumbling blocks to “coproduction” of research with patients and the public is that professionals lack knowledge, skills, and experience on how best to do it. Although guidance is available from organisations like NIHR and the Patient-Centred Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI),16 17 adapting this to specific situations can be challenging. An enthusiastic and committed lead researcher is often needed to see such work through. Some organisations and research networks are making progress,18 but their work needs to be more widely replicated and disseminated internationally.19

One particular challenge is to ensure diversity within collaborations so the interests of the well-educated white middle classes in rich countries do not dominate.20 Patient leaders must be supported and empowered to engage diverse communities from the outset. The Food and Drug Administration’s patient focused drug development programme, for example, started by running in-person meetings around Washington DC but now provides standards for advocacy organisations to contribute virtually. Non-profit organisations such as the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Association have surveyed patients online, giving voice to those unable to attend meetings.21

Giving real power to patients and those who care for them will entail shaking up existing research hierarchies, not merely smoothing out a few bumps in current practice. Senior researchers should lead by example and embrace this essential culture change. Coproduction of research must go beyond a handful of enlightened practitioners responding only to the most vocal (and well funded) patient communities, to become the new global norm for clinical research.
To advance this move, the BMJ is extending its current requirement to report how patients and the public were included in the design, conduct, and reporting of clinical research studies across its portfolio of journals. In addition, from January 2019 onwards we will require authors of clinical research papers to provide details of how they intend to disseminate results to participants and relevant communities. We have also pledged to work with others to define and enshrine best methods for coproduction of research.

This is a critical point in the development of patient and public involvement: appraisal of the fundamental rights—or lack of them—that underpin patient, carer, and public inclusion in research as both participants and coproducers is timely. Later this year, we will host a meeting to examine the issues raised in this editorial and set the agenda for further debate. We invite comment and thought on the current state and future path of patients’ rights and roles in research.
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